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Abstract: In insects social network, it must considers the balance of many conditions at
the same time, like efficient information transfer, spatial movement in the colony during the nest
defense, disease spreading and inhibition. These behaviors are similar human network system,
which is also has to meet lots of different constraints simultaneously. Therefore, social insects
network models could be the way to understand the established and changes of human network
system. In ants colonies, workers have different tasks, such as maintenance, forager and brood
care. Each individual obtains a single task on the one time, and individual switches its task by
interaction, because the rate of interaction will be affected by environment and group size, then
the spatial distribution is important factor in the task allocation [1]. Therefore, our goal is that
how the dynamic spatial fidelity affect the task switch? We used Agent-based model to simulate
ants contact and task switching in different initial spatial fidelity cases with or without negative
feedback situation, which means ants won’t like to move to a crowded place. From the simulation
data, we found the dynamic spatial fidelity and spatial heterogeneity degree will be stable, and
contact rate has strong linear correlation with task switching rate and spatial heterogeneity degree.
Also within-group contact rate is much higher than between-group rate. In the future, we try to
establish stochastic mode to do more theoretical analysis.
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